Biometric Identity Privacy

A person's identity can be national, biographical or social. A person's identity can be discrete, continuous, or emergent. A person's identity can be certified, recognized, or verified. A person's identity can be unique, true, or representative of someone else. A person's identity can be made from a set of keys or fingerprints or iris patterns. A person's identity can be verified by a person's behavior, a person's voice, or a person's signature. A person's identity can be recognized by a person's appearance, a person's name, or a person's behavior. A person's identity can be certified by a person's certificate, a person's license, or a person's passport. A person's identity can be verified by a person's certificate, a person's license, or a person's passport. A person's identity can be recognized by a person's certificate, a person's license, or a person's passport. A person's identity can be verified by a person's certificate, a person's license, or a person's passport.

Mary Ellen O'Toole: "Open Source Data and Predictive Modeling for High-Density Crime Areas" - Thursday, November 11 - Virtual Event

Join us on Thursday, November 11, at 12:00 p.m. when Lindsey Roberson, Executive Director of The Center on Illicit Networks and Criminal Investigations and Network Analysis (CINA), will discuss the challenges associated with open-source data and predictive modeling to uncover the indicators of high-density crime areas. This event is free to attend and will be streamed via Zoom. Click here to register.

Lindsey Roberson: Human Trafficking - Tuesday, December 7 - Hybrid, in-person

Join us on Tuesday, December 7, at 12:00 p.m. when Lindsey Peters, Executive Director of The Center on Illicit Networks and Criminal Investigations and Network Analysis (CINA), will discuss the challenges associated with open-source data and predictive modeling to uncover the indicators of high-density crime areas. This event is free to attend and will be streamed via Zoom. Click here to register.

Visit our website's digital archive to view research and upcoming events. You're invited to submit articles, photos, videos, and story ideas to include in upcoming events. Our newsletter is published monthly. You can sign up for our newsletter here. You can unsubscribe from our newsletter here. You can contact us here. You can subscribe to our website's digital archive here.